
LEARNING RESOURCE

This resource has been developed in collaboration with QAGOMA Learning Teacher Advisory Group.



THE MOTORCYCLE
A motorcycle is a two-wheeled (sometimes three-wheeled) motorised 
vehicle. The history of motorcycles can be divided into three eras based on 
the type of engine in use at the time.

1871 | PERREAUX STEAM 
VELOCIPEDE

STEAM COMBUSTION ELECTRIC

1914 | HARLEY-DAVIDSON 
10F

2020 | SAVIC C-SERIES

https://motogoma.art/perreaux-steam-velocipede
https://motogoma.art/harley-davidson-10f
https://motogoma.art/savic-c-series


DESIGN
Motorcycle design has adapted over time 
to suit a range of different purposes. 

The earliest motorcycles resembled 
bicycles, with standard bicycle frames 
adapted to fit an engine.

With the growing power and size of 
engines, motorcycles outgrew their bicycle 
origins.

1919 | ABC

Did you know?
The ABC was one of the first motorcycles 
manufactured with two parallel frames that hold 
the engine between them, instead of a single 
frame, as seen on a bicycle

https://motogoma.art/abc


DESIGN | EXPLORE
As motorcycles became more popular, interest grew in them possibly 
carrying more than just the rider. Early motorcycle designs show 
manufacturers experimenting with the best position for the passenger.

Explore some of the design solutions to the problem of where to place the 
passenger on a motorcycle. 

1903 | MINERVA 1903 | HENDERSON FOUR 1927 | HARLEY-DAVIDSON 
FHA

1940 | INDIAN CHIEF

https://motogoma.art/minerva-with-mills-and-fulford-forecar
https://motogoma.art/harley-davidson-fha
https://motogoma.art/indian-chief-with-sidecar
https://motogoma.art/henderson-four


DESIGN | CREATE
Design your own motorcycle that offers a solution to one of the following 
problems:

• A motorcycle that can travel in space
• A motorcycle that can travel underwater
• A motorcycle that can carry a family of four
• A motorcycle that has a sleeping compartment



SOUND PAINTING
Motorcycles produce sounds when they 
move – from the growl and rumble of the 
engine, to the changing pitch of shifting 
gears, to the squeal of tyres against the 
road. 

The particular sound of a bike is an 
important part of the sensory experience of 
motorcycles. Our entire bodies conduct 
sound – vibrations are felt in our bones 
which can be translated into nerve 
impulses for the brain to interpret.

2003 | HARLEY-DAVIDSON VRSCA V-ROD

Did you know?
In February 1994, Harley-Davidson filed a sound 
patent to trademark the distinctive thumping chug of 
Harley’s V-twin engine. Nine of the company’s 
competitors opposed the application and after six 
years, Harley abandoned its efforts to trademark 
the sound of its motorcycles.

https://motogoma.art/harley-davidson-vrsca-v-rod


SOUND PAINTING
Russian painter Wassily Kandinsky (1866–
1944) explored the concept of 
synaesthesia in his art.

Synaesthesia is a condition where when 
one sense is stimulated, like hearing, it 
triggers another sense, such as seeing. 
Kandinsky was particularly interested in 
the relationship between colour and 
sound.

1924 | BMW R32

Did you know?
Wassily Kandinsky taught at the Bauhaus in 
Germany from 1922 to 1933. The Bauhaus principle 
of ‘Form follows function’ influenced the design of 
the R32, the first motorcycle produced by BMW.

https://motogoma.art/bmw-r32


SOUND PAINTING | EXPLORE & CREATE
Listen to sounds of different motorcycles. Select one and create an abstract 
painting in response to the sound of your chosen motorcycle using only line 
and colour.

1994 | DUCATI M900 
MONSTER

1984 | KAWASAKI 
GPZ900R-AI

1972 | MV AGUSTA 
750S

1943 | HARLEY-
DAVIDSON FL

1960 | VESPA 
150GS

1967 | HUSQVARNA 
250

https://motogoma.art/ducati-m900-monster
https://motogoma.art/harley-davidson-fl
https://motogoma.art/vespa-150gs
https://motogoma.art/husqvarna-250
https://motogoma.art/kawasaki-gpz900r-ai
https://motogoma.art/mv-agusta-750s
https://youtu.be/Eu834OG9C3I
https://youtu.be/V9u1rFUDo3g
https://youtu.be/IEPwxGGLAKk
https://youtu.be/0PYwize5n64
https://youtu.be/RFH6-MqlQss
https://youtu.be/x7QwuvBQOQw


‘FAST’ DRAWING
Speed and the appeal of going fast has 
been closely associated with motorcycles 
since the early 20th century.

On a motorcycle, a rider almost becomes 
part of the machine, leaning along with it at 
extreme angles, all while controlling its 
speed and direction. 1929 | DOUGLAS DT/5 SPEEDWAY

Did you know?
The history of speedway racing can be traced back 
to Maitland, New South Wales, which hosted one of 
the first speedway meetings in 1923. Speedway 
motorcycles, like the Douglas, have only one gear 
and no brakes.

https://motogoma.art/douglas-dt5-speedway


‘FAST’ DRAWING
The beauty of speed inspired a group of 
Italian artists known as the Futurists. 

They saw cars, trains, aeroplanes and 
motorcycles as symbols of modern 
progress and embraced the ideas of 
speed, danger and excitement that these 
machines represented. Curved lines, 
fractured forms, and bright colours were all 
used to show a world that raced forward 
towards the future. Leonardo Dudreville / Italy 1885–1975 / Espansione della

lirica (Expansion of poetry) 1913 / Oil on canvas / 129.5 x 
129.5cm / Purchased 1994 with funds from the 
International Exhibitions Program / Collection: QAGOMA



‘FAST’ DRAWING | EXPLORE
Explore some examples of fast motorcycles and consider how you might 
represent the speed, danger and excitement of riding one of these 
machines.

1994 | BRITTEN 
V1000

1966 | SUZUKI T20 
250 HUSTLER

1951 | VINCENT 
BLACK LIGHTNING

1969 | KAWASAKI 
MACH III

1920/1967 | INDIAN 
SCOUT SPECIAL

2016 | SUZUKI 
HAYABUSA

https://motogoma.art/kawasaki-mach-iii
https://motogoma.art/britten-v1000
https://motogoma.art/indian-scout-special
https://motogoma.art/suzuki-hayabusa
https://motogoma.art/suzuki-t20-250-hustler
https://motogoma.art/vincent-black-lightning


‘FAST’ DRAWING | CREATE
Create a drawing or painting of yourself riding a fast motorcycle. Add the 
following elements with as much detail as possible:

• Your chosen motorcycle
• Your facial expression (joy, fear, etc.)
• Marks to show how fast the bike is going (e.g. gravel flying, wind, smoke)
• The expressive faces of the onlookers
• The landscape (e.g. racetrack, city streets, bush, beach)



ASSEMBLAGE
Motorcycles are machines made up of an 
assemblage of shapes and forms. These 
parts – wheels, fuel tanks, frames, 
exhausts, handlebars – can all be adapted 
and modified to create a unique, custom 
design. 

Contemporary design pushes the art of the 
motorcycle to new levels, challenging the 
traditional idea of what a motorcycle 
should look like.

2016 | BANDIT9 EVE MK II

Did you know?
Bandit9 designer Daryl Villanueva is influenced by 
anything but cars and motorcycles, taking 
inspiration from comic books and films. He is 
particularly fascinated by 1950s and 1960s design, 
and the sleek, futuristic forms that reflected the 
exciting possibilities of jet travel.

https://motogoma.art/bandit9-eve-mk-ii


ASSEMBLAGE | EXPLORE
Explore different motorcycles and consider the key shapes and forms that 
make up their design.

2018 | RODSMITH 
CORPS LÉGER

2019 | CAKE KALK 
OR

2016 | HAZAN 
BLACK KNIGHT

c.1929 | MAJESTIC1898 | CLEVELAND 
TRICYCLE

c.1973 | HARLEY-
DAVIDSON 

KNUCKLEHEAD 
CHOPPER

https://motogoma.art/cleveland-tricycle
https://motogoma.art/cake-kalk-or
https://motogoma.art/majestic
https://motogoma.art/hazan-black-knight
https://motogoma.art/rodsmith-corps-leger
https://motogoma.art/harley-davidson-knucklehead-chopper


ASSEMBLAGE | CREATE
Discuss the different elements and shapes that make up a motorcycle.

Collect found objects that correspond with these shapes that you can use for 
printing. Experiment with relief printing to combine the shapes into the form 
of a motorcycle.

Alternatively, draw and cut the required shapes out of paper, cardboard or 
textiles to create your own custom motorcycle. 
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